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LAGOS TERRORIST ATTACK, THE MISSING CNN/BBC DOCUMENTARY

They have the documentary of how Lagos was attacked by terrorists on the 21st of

October 2020 in a well coordinated way, they're only hiding it for now. @CNN

operating ILLEGALLY in Nigeria is keeping this away from viewers!

Giving the breakdown of the Economic cost of the SORO SOKE EndSARS protest at Lagos Business School, the loss was

estimated way above $12 billion. The entire economy of Rwanda as a Nation is less than that.

This terrorist attack was well coordinated especially by CELEBRITIES!
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The International Media platform @CNN @CNNAfrica @cnni used their go-between folks @StephanieBusari @nimaelbagir

& @IshaSesay to coordinate this terrorist attack in Nigeria, specifically using Lagos being the Economic Capital to bring

crisis. @BBCAfrica was complacent also.

If you Insist this was not a well coordinated terrorist attacks, there are questions asked by Dr @fimiletoks, Please answer it

LIVE on @CNN @cnni @BBCAfrica

1. Tell us the end game for the protest when all their demands were met.

Was SARS dissolved AS AT 11th October? #5For5?
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2. If the plan was not to throw the country into chaos & effect a regime change why keeping the protest on especially in

Lagos, when everything they asked for was done?

3. What was supposed to bring an end to their protest?

4. What would have made you guys leave the road?

5. Why did you remain outside & in ONE PARTICULAR SPOT for 4 hours after the curfew was declared at about 11:49AM

on 20th Oct?

6. Why didn't you leave even after the gov addressed YOU twice & you saw trouble brewing after police stations were burnt

& @PoliceNG lynched in Lagos?

https://twitter.com/PoliceNG


So, to get this Lagos terrorist attack in motion unhindered, the first thing was to blackmail the @HQNigerianArmy & your DJ

Switch, Godson etc were on ground while your celebrities online were also posting FAKE NEWS of those killed. They

prepared free pass for the attacks...

https://twitter.com/HQNigerianArmy
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